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The second problem we had to solve was the Forum. The first version was not appropriate, as the
debating capability was perceived by the internauts. So there were few contributions. Accordingly, we
designed and launch recently a new forum, closer to existing ones, to make it more familiar and user-
friendly.

The future of the EDF nuclear web site

The EDF web site has improved since its launch and is still improving today. It is not considered a
finished product. An English version will be implemented very soon. Our aim in the future is to have the
news translated every week. We also want the site to be shortly referenced in search engines and on other
nuclear sites.

Launching a new website is always an exciting adventure. So please don't hesitate. Visit our site,
participate in the debate, ask your questions and give us your opinion!
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OAO "Mashinostroitelny zavod" ("MSZ") is situated at 55 km from Moscow, in Electrostal town that has
the population of 150000 people. The industrial complex of the town has, together with "MSZ" such
major enterprises as metallurgical factory "Electrostal", heavy machine building plant, chemical-
metallurgical factory and a number of construction organisations. "MSZ", a dynamically developing
enterprise, recently joined the world-wide leaders-manufacturers of nuclear fuel. The capacity of the
enterprise as per the beginning of the year 2000, is 1000 t by uranium dioxide. More than 50 nuclear
reactors operated at the NPPs of Russia, CIS states as well as Czech Republic, Slovakia, Bulgaria,
Hungary, Finland, Germany, Switzerland, Sweden use the nuclear fuel fabricated at "MSZ". Its high
quality, marked with prestigious awards and certificates of Russian and European auditors, contributes to
wide-scale export of the nuclear fuel.

"MSZ" is also a supplier of nuclear fuel for atomic power units for Russian ice-breaking and military
fleet. During the coming 3 years the capacity of the enterprise by uranium dioxide will be brought to
14001 and further on - to 1600 t per year.

"MSZ" management pays serious attention to the work with population and mass media as well as to the
intensive work related to the optimisation of the nuclear fuel fabrication because they realise that the
public attention is focused on the state and development of atomic power and related enterprises.
Certainly, the reaction of some part of the town population to the activity of "MSZ" is not that acute as it
was the case in the areas of NPP construction and operation. Nevertheless, we account for the fact that
during many years the information on the nuclear technologies used by the factory was closed that
brought to life a lot of rumours and legends on the affect of the factory on the town ecology and health of
its inhabitants. At the early 90s the information became open and the enterprise made a number of steps
towards the objective informing of the population of the technological and ecological peculiarities of
nuclear fuel fabrication and took certain measures to create positive public attitude to atomic power in
general and to "MSZ" in particular. This system includes the following elements:

1.Public Information Centre (PIC). The Centre is located outside the factory site and has the needed
illustrative materials including dummy fuel assemblies and reactors in which they are used, diagrams and
schemes clarifying on the operation principles of nuclear reactors and NPPs, video-films on the
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functioning of the main workshops of "MSZ" and NPP operation, posters with the data on the influence
of "fire" and atomic power on ecology. Annually the Centre is visited by more than 2000 people, mainly,
the schoolchildren, students of the lyceum and colleges; the employees of the Centre are in constant
contact with them. These meetings transform into open lessons on the basis of nuclear physics, power and
ecology. The Centre also prepares the materials on the activity of "MSZ", state and perspectives of the
atomic power development for the town mass media (newspapers, journals, cable TV, etc.) with whom
"MSZ" annually signs agreements on the publication of such information.

2.Own newspaper "Energia". 3500 copies are distributed almost free. Together with the materials of PIC
the newspaper always publishes articles or interviews with the leading specialists that reflect all the
aspects of the enterprise activity, achievements in the field of quality, technology and ecology.

3.Own TV-studio "Pioneer", which demonstrates films on the activity of "MSZ" three times a week on
cable TV, that has about 30000 users.

4.Agreements with the town mass media. These agreements signed by "MSZ" annually with the town
newspaper "Novosty nedeli" (about 10000 copies) and radio-centre (37000 users) foresee regular
publication of the factory materials for the town population.

All the enlisted mass media for the population regularly publish the information on the current state of the
atomic power, science and hardware, perspectives of their development, signing the main idea:
there is no alternative to atomic power as one of the main power sources for the mankind in the coming
century.

But, when advertising atomic power widely spread arguments are the following: organic fuel coming to
the end, global climate change -greenhouse effect, etc.), the publications of "MSZ" in charge of this
particular power branch bring about certain data that form positive image of the enterprise. Below there
are some of them:

1. High degree of the hygiene of the production process. On the basis of the conclusion of the nature
protection bodies, "MSZ", among other enterprises of the town, is the cleanest and demonstrates the
minimum values of industrial discharges and releases; "MSZ" is one of the first Russian enterprises
implementing the system of standards ISO-14000 that provide for the ecological cleanliness of the
production.

2. High degree of automation of the nuclear fuel technology (that is demonstrated in numerous video
films, made in the main workshops of the factory) providing not only for the product high quality but, that
is not the least, high degree of nuclear and radiological safety of its fabrication.

3. Availability of sufficient amount of modem multifunction equipment, that allows not only constant
widening of nuclear fuel production, but developing the non-nuclear fabrication part. "MSZ" is a major
manufacturer of calcium, magnets, hard alloy products, tubular electric heaters, a number of home
appliances. This directly increases the number of working places for the town inhabitants. Currently there
are more than 10000 employees at the factory - only during the past 3 years "MSZ" workshops took on
about 2,5 thousands of young workers and engineers.

4. And the last, but not the least, the stable operation of the factory, widening the market of the main
product, especially, export market, constantly increases the income of the enterprise and , consequently,
the payments to the town budget, YJI of which is formed from the finances of "MSZ". This money is used
for the benefit of all the town inhabitants improving its social infrastructure.

On the basis of the sociological investigations, the essence and nature of the information above attracts
the interest of the majority of the population and contributes to the formation of loyal attitude to atomic
power on the whole and to "Mashinostroitelny zavod" in particular.
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